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Tax Protestor Argument

Filing a return is voluntary. The Form 1040
Instructions state that the tax system is
voluntary, and the Supreme Court decision in
Flora states, “taxation is based on voluntary
assessment and payment, not upon distraint.”

Paying tax is voluntary. See above.

Wages and other compensation received for
personal services are not income. The
argument is that no taxable gain occurs when
a person exchanges labor for money. The
individual is assumed to have basis in the
labor equal to the FMV of wages received.
A companion argument is that the 16th
Amendment did not authorize a tax on wages
and salaries.

Only foreign-source income is taxable. The
argument is that no federal statute exists that
imposes a tax on citizens or residents of the
United States for income derived from
sources within the United States, and that
federal income taxes are excise taxes imposed
only on nonresident aliens and foreign
corporations for the privilege of receiving
income from sources within the United
States.

Federal Reserve Notes are not income. The
argument is that Federal Reserve Notes are
not valid currency and cannot be taxed,
because Federal Reserve notes are not gold or
silver and may not be exchanged for gold or
silver.

The taxpayer is not a “citizen” of  the United
States, and is therefore not subject to
federal income tax laws. This argument is
used by individuals who claim they have
rejected United States citizenship in favor of
state citizenship. Some also argue that a
person is a free born citizen of a particular
state, and was therefore never a citizen of the
United States. Since the individual is not a
citizen of the United States, they are not
subject to federal tax laws.

The “United States” consists only of the
District of  Columbia, federal territories and
federal enclaves. The argument is that the
United States consists only of D.C., federal
territories (e.g., Puerto Rico, Guam, etc.) and
federal enclaves (e.g., American Indian
reservations, military bases, etc.) and does
not include “sovereign” states. If an individual
does not live in one of the defined areas, the
individual is not subject to federal tax.

The Law

The word “voluntary” refers to taxpayers’
ability to determine the correct amount of tax
and complete the appropriate returns instead
of having the government determine the tax.
The requirements to file and pay are not
voluntary, and are clearly set forth in Sections
6011(a), 6012(a) and 6072(a).

See above.

For federal income tax purposes, “gross
income” means all income from whatever
source derived and includes compensation for
services (IRC §61). Courts have consistently
upheld the constitutionality of the federal
income tax. Relying on this argument has
been repeatedly found as “frivolous” by the
courts, with criminal and civil penalties
imposed.

See above. Also see Regulation Section
1.1-1(b) which states “…all citizens of the
United States, wherever resident, and all
resident alien individuals are liable to the
income taxes imposed by the Code whether
the income is received from sources within or
without the United States.”
Sections 861 and 911 define the sources of
income (U.S. vs. non-U.S. source income).

Article I, Section 10 of the Constitution
prohibits the states from declaring as legal
tender anything other than gold or silver, but
does not limit Congress’ power to declare the
form of legal tender. Congress has declared
Federal Reserve Notes legal tender.

The 14th Amendment states “…persons born
or naturalized in the United States, and
subject to the jurisdiction thereof, are citizens
of the United States and of the State wherein
they reside.” The Fourteenth Amendment
establishes simultaneous state and federal
citizenship.

The Internal Revenue Code imposes tax on all
United States citizens and residents, not just
those who reside in D.C., federal territories
and federal enclaves. Courts have uniformly
rejected the argument as frivolous.
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A taxpayer is not a “person” as defined by
the Internal Revenue Code, thus not subject
to income tax. The argument is based on a
tortured misreading of the tax Code.

The only “employees” subject to federal
income tax are employees of  the federal
government. The argument is based on a
misinterpretation of the withholding
requirements set forth in Section 3401(c),
which states that the term “employee”
includes “an officer, employee or elected
official of the united States, a State or any
political subdivision thereof.

Taxpayers can refuse to pay income taxes
on religious or moral grounds by invoking
the First Amendment.

Federal income taxes constitute “taking”
of  property without due process. The
argument is that income tax represents a
“taking” without due process, which is a
violation of the Fifth Amendment.

Taxpayers do not have to provide
information because of  protection
from self-incrimination under the Fifth
Amendment.

Compelled compliance with federal income
tax laws amounts to involuntary servitude
in violation of  the Thir teenth Amendment.

The 16th Amendment was never ratified,
thus federal income tax laws are unconsti-
tutional. The argument is that the 16th
Amendment was not officially ratified because
the State of Ohio was not properly a state at
the time of ratification.

An “untaxing” package or trust provides a
way to permanently opt out of  the obligation
to file and pay federal income tax.
Promoters sell the “untaxing” packages or
trusts, usually for a hefty fee.

The Law

Section 7701(a)(1) defines “person” to
include an individual, trust, estate, partner-
ship or corporation. Arguments that an
individual is not a “person” have been
uniformly rejected by the courts.

Although Section 3401(c) states that
government employees fall under the rule, the
language does not eliminate the withholding
requirement for other employees.

The First Amendment states that Congress
shall make no law respecting an
establishment of religion or prohibiting the
free exercise thereof. It does not provide the
right to refuse to pay income taxes based on
objections to how the money is used.

The U.S. Supreme Court stated in Brushbaber
v. Union Pacific R.R. (1916) that “it is…well
settled that [the Fifth Amendment] is not a
limitation upon the taxing power conferred
upon Congress by the Constitution…” The
Supreme Court has subsequently upheld the
constitutionality of administrative procedures
set forth in the Internal Revenue Code.

There is no constitutional right to refuse to
file an income tax return. In United States v.
Sullivan, the U.S. Supreme Court stated that
the taxpayer “could not draw a conjurer’s
circle around the whole matter by his own
declaration that to write any word upon the
government blank would bring him into
danger of the law.”

Courts have consistently found that the
comparing tax law to slavery is frivolous.

The 16th Amendment gives Congress the
right to lay and collect taxes on income. Even
if there was a question about Ohio’s status,
only three-fourths of states are needed to
ratify an Amendment. There were enough
states needed to ratify the Amendment even
without Ohio.

Promoters of “untaxing” schemes, as well as
willful taxpayers, have been subjected to
criminal penalties for their actions. Courts
have consistently held that the underlying
claims are frivolous.
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